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Abstract: Steganography hides secret messages inside the covers while ensuring imperceptibility.
Different from traditional steganography, deep learning-based steganography has an adaptable and
generalized framework without needing expertise regarding the embedding process. However, most
steganography algorithms utilize images as covers instead of videos, which are more expressive and
more widely spread. To this end, an end-to-end deep learning network for video steganography is
proposed in this paper. A multiscale down-sampling feature extraction structure is designed, which
consists of three parts including an encoder, a decoder, and a discriminator network. Furthermore,
in order to facilitate the learning ability of network, a CU (coding unit) mask built from a VVC
(versatile video coding) video is first introduced. In addition, an attention mechanism is used to
further promote the visual quality. The experimental results show that the proposed steganography
network can achieve a better performance in terms of the perceptual quality of stego videos, decoding
the accuracy of hidden messages, and the relatively high embedding capacity compared with the
state-of-the-art steganography networks.

Keywords: steganography; convolutional neural network; coding unit mask; attention mechanism;
pyramid like generative adversarial network

1. Introduction

Seeing is not always trustworthy. That is to say, a normal-looking video frame may
contain secret information that is invisible to users. Information hiding enables people
to conceal secret information within any kind of media. The internet has revolutionized
global development in the sense that it has become the most convenient and economical
telecommunication medium. Early internet communication was mainly in the form of text.
However, over the last two decades, images and videos have gradually become the most
popular form of multimedia communication.

Different from cryptography, steganography pursues imperceptibility, which requires
hiding information without arousing people’s perception [1,2]. Steganography is applied
wherever secret communication is required [3]. Its application fields include military, medi-
cal, and multimedia fields, where steganography has been established as a promising and
competitive method. For example, the famous “9/11” incident was caused by terrorists
who escaped the monitoring of U.S. intelligence agencies by using digital image steganog-
raphy technology, and who finally succeeded in triggering an attack. On an individual
level, when works are illegally identified or copied, robust steganography can contribute
to identifying users and protecting copyright [4,5].

Traditional steganography requires expertise in the hiding process [6], where a well-
defined cost function is crucial because it is a comprise between embedding distortion and
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payload capacity [7–12]. Traditional steganography has many years of research history,
and many excellent methods have achieved good results in the visual quality and hidden
capacity of steganographic images, in which the authors of [12] used the concept of pixel
value differencing and modulus function (PVDMF) to achieve an excellent performance.
However, due to its rapid development and powerful representational capabilities, deep
learning is widely used in many industries, including autonomous driving, automatic
translation, speech recognition, etc. Deep-learning-based steganography is adaptable and
generalized, which saves a lot of artificial workloads. It does not need to manually design
features and the convolutional neural network (CNN) can adaptively select features for
information hiding. Correspondingly, it does not need to manually extract information
and CNN can extract information conveniently and quickly. There are already many deep
learning-based steganography algorithms. The steganography model proposed in [13]
can resist various lossy image and video compressions, including non-differentiable JPEG
compression. SSGAN [14] utilizes a new form of generative adversarial network (GAN) to
resist steganalysis. SGAN [15] is a secure model for generating image-like containers based
on deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGAN).

Among deep-learning-based hiding methods [16–22], end-to-end steganography is a
completely different and groundbreaking method, which is a three-player game [19–22]
based on successful generative adversarial network (GAN) [23,24] that contains an encoder,
a decoder, and an adversary. It is a new type of data hiding, which trains the embedding
and extracting process simultaneously, and is designed to specifically work as a pair. In
the family of three-player games, HiDDeN [21] and SteganoGAN [22] adopt the encoder
structure and decoder structure to perform information embedding and information re-
covery processes, respectively. Furthermore, a third adversary network that plays a role in
steganalysis is utilized. However, whether traditional steganography methods [25,26] or
the deep-learning-based steganography, only a few of them take digital videos as carriers.
Only two references refer to end-to-end video steganography. RivaGAN processes 3D
video sequences using a 3D convolution kernel [27]. It features a custom attention-based
structure for generating content-adaptive arbitrary data and has two adversaries to critique
the video quality for the robustness of the model. The other is DVMark [28], which includes
a multiscale structure that can distribute watermarks across multiple spatial-temporal
scales, and achieves robustness through a differential distortion layer. However, none
of them consider the characteristics of video compression such as coding unit division,
transformation, intra prediction, inter prediction, and quantization.

In this paper, we introduce an end-to-end video steganography method based on
the pyramid-like generation adversary neural network (PyraGAN). We hide messages of
randomly generated 0 and 1 bits, and make sure that the container video frames are as close
as possible to the cover video frames. To facilitate the visual quality of stego video, a novel
solution is proposed. Specifically, a CU (coding units) mask, which is extracted from the
CU partition mode of versatile video coding (VVC), is combined with a convolutional block
attention mechanism. The experimental results show that the visual quality of the proposed
method surpasses the state-of-the-art deep-learning based methods on the premise of
ensuring an equivalent payload capacity. Proposed video steganography is different from
image steganography, in that the cover looks like an image, but actually, it is an I-frame of
a continuous video. Note that when a video of many consecutive frames is compressed by
VVC, it is divided into groups of pictures (GOPs). Regardless of whether the GOP is based
on IIII (intra-prediction encoding for each frame) or IPPP (intra-prediction encoding for the
first frame, inter-prediction encoding for other frames), we hide messages in all decoded
I-frames and then transmit the entire video.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We introduce a simple and light-weight end-to-end model architecture combined with
GAN to achieve steganography for VVC videos.

• While ensuring a relatively large payload capacity, the visual quality is improved
based on the CU mask and convolutional block attention mechanism.
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2. Proposed End-to-End Video Steganography System

In this section, the details of each component of the proposed end-to-end video
steganography architecture is proposed. In addition, the training process, including the
loss function, dataset, and optimization, is also illustrated.

2.1. Architectrue

In this section, we present PyraGAN, a generative adversarial network combined with
a CU mask to hide random n-bit binary messages in a host video frame. The proposed
architecture is shown in Figure 1 and consists of three components: (1) An encoder, which
takes cover video frames and secret messages as the input, and outputs steganographic
(abbreviated as stego) video frames (Section 2.1.2), which combine the CU mask of the
cover video frames and the attention mechanism to facilitate the visual quality of the stego
video frames. (2) A decoder, which takes the stego video frame as the input and tries to
recover the secret messages (Section 2.1.3). (3) A discriminator, which scores the quality of
the cover video frames and stego video frames (Section 2.1.4).

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed PyraGAN.

2.1.1. Coding Unit Mask and Convolutional Block Attention Mechanism

Most video coding standards are based on CU partition mode to carry out transform-
ing, quantization, entropy coding, etc. Figure 2 shows the CU division of one video frame
in which the content in the red box is magnified in the lower left corner. We can see that the
CU division fits the content of the video frame very well, and the CU blocks in flat areas
are large, while those in areas with complex details and textures are small. The CU division
of the VVC compressed video frame represents the diversity and complexity of its content.
Therefore, we extracted the CU partition during VVC encoding and made it into a binary
mask, named the CU mask, which assisted CNN to better extract features to hide messages
in areas of the video that are not easy to detect, such as areas with intricate textures. Finally,
it improved the imperceptibility of stego video frames.

Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 3, the convolutional block attention module (CBAM) [29]
was used as our attention mechanism. It successively includes two parts—channel attention
(CA) module and spatial attention (SA) module—which assist in focusing on “what” and
“where” is meaningful regarding the input features, respectively. It is a plug-and-play
module that requires few parameters to boost the representation of CNNs.
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Figure 2. The CU mask of one video frame.

Figure 3. Convolutional block attention mechanism.

Each channel of the features can be regarded as a feature detector. The CA assigns
a weight to the input F-dimensional features by learning, and obtains a tensor of size
F × 1 × 1, in which the larger the weight coefficient is, the more important the channel
it represents for feature learning of the model. Then, the result is copied and expanded
into the tensor of F × H × W (H and W represent the height and width of the features,
respectively) along the spatial dimension. Afterwards, this along with the input features
are multiplied pixel by pixel. So far, CA makes the network learn to focus on the channel
features that contribute greatly to the result. Sequentially, SA assigns weights to the
intermediate F-dimensional features, and outputs a tensor of size 1 × H × W in which
the larger the weight coefficient is, the more important the feature is at this location for
model learning. Then, the result is copied and expanded into the tensor of F × H × W
along the feature channel dimension and is multiplied by the features obtained from the
previous layer. So far, SA makes the network learn to focus on the positions of features that
contribute greatly to the results. Finally, the output feature size of the attention mechanism
is the same as the input feature size, which is F × H ×W.

2.1.2. Encoder Network Design

The encoder, as shown in Figure 4, accepts cover video frames and random n-bit
binary messages as the inputs, and the stego frames as the outputs.

(1) Conv-module is used sequentially, including the convolutional layer, Leaky ReLU [30]
activation function, and Batch Normalization (BN) [31,32] to extract features from
the cover frames, which are sized C × H × W (C, H, and W represent the channel,
height, and width of video frame, respectively), and to get F-channel features that can
be utilized by later conv-modules. The kernel size of convolution layer is 3 × 3, the
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step is 1, and the padding is 1, in order to keep the size of the output the same as that
of the input.

(2) The message is reshaped to D × H ×W, concatenated in the depth dimension with F-
channel features of cover frames and the CU mask, which is achieved by compressing
the cover frames using VVC to form (F + D + 1) dimensional feature maps, where D,
H, and W represent the depth, height, and width of the message, respectively.

(3) Inspired by the U-net [33] network structure and the different-size CU partition modes
of video frames in video compression, the features are fed into three feature extraction
network channels. Besides the first channel that implements feature extraction without
changing the height and width of features, the other two channels conduct double
and quadruple down sampling on the input feature maps, respectively, that is, the
height and width are changed to one-half and one-quarter of its original size through
down sampling. At the same time, the channel of extracted feature maps by the
convolution module becomes 2F and 4F, respectively. Down sampling integrates the
spatial information of adjacent areas, captures the context details for feature extraction,
and assists the hidden message to find appropriate features in the cover video frames.
The larger the down sampling scale, the larger the spatial domain information it can
integrate. At the same time, the lost fine details can be compensated by obtaining
more channels of features through the subsequent convolution module.

(4) CBAM is introduced into three network channels. The CA module enables the network
to learn to focus on “which” feature maps, according to the block division of video
frame content in the CU mask. Successively, the SA module enables the network
to learn to focus on “where” features, according to the block division at different
positions of the CU mask.

(5) The bicubic interpolation is used to reshape the feature size of three networks into
H ×W, and meanwhile, the accurate location of the secret information in the cover
video frames is realized.

When the feature maps obtained from the down sampling of three channels are stacked
together, from right to left in Figure 4, the size of the feature maps changes from small
to large, similar to a pyramid. Therefore, the model is called PyraGAN (pyramid-like
generative adversarial network). Based on the consideration of model parameters, the
above pyramid structure, which includes the model of three feature extraction channels, is
called PyraGAN_F16_3, where the feature maps variable F is set as 16. In order to reduce
the complexity of the model, one feature extraction channel is removed—the blue box is
shown in Figure 4. This model is named PyraGAN_F32_2, where the feature dimension F
is selected as 32.

(6) The three-way feature maps and the inputs of the pyramid structure (including the
feature maps of cover video frame, hidden messages, and CU mask) are concatenated
to get (8F + D + 1) channel features.

(7) A convolution module containing only convolution layer maps them into features of
C × H ×W in seize.

(8) In order to avoid vanishing and exploding of gradients, the idea of the ResNet [34]
network is adopted to make identity mapping for the input cover video frame, that
is, the cover frame is added to the features of a size of C × H ×W pixel by pixel. In
fact, the encoder processes the residual between the stego video frames and the cover
video frames, that is, the secret message is hidden in the high-frequency part of the
cover video frames. Because human eyes are not sensitive to the high-frequency part
of the video frames, hiding messages in the high-frequency part helps to facilitate the
visual quality of the stego video frames.
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Figure 4. The encoder component of PyraGAN.

2.1.3. Decoder Network Design

The decoder (shown in Figure 5) aims at extracting messages and accepts the stego
video frame, which is the output, of the encoder as the input. The function realized by the
decoder and the encoder is mutually inverse, so the network structure is basically similar,
made up of one conv-module, one multi-scale feature extraction module, and one final
convolutional layer.
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Figure 5. The decoder component of PyraGAN.

(1) F-dimensional feature maps of stego video frames can be obtained through a conv-module.
(2) Feature extraction is carried out in three ways, where the feature size is down sampled

to the original, the half, and the quarter, respectively. Through conv-module, F-
dimension, 2F-dimension, and 4F-dimension features can be achieved, respectively,
which help to integrate cover video frames from different neighborhood spaces and
realize comprehensive feature learning.

(3) The features of the three methods are all reshaped to H ×W by up sampling.
(4) They, together with the first F-dimension feature maps, are concatenated to form a

tensor of size 8F × H ×W.
(5) They are sent to the last convolution layer, which implements accurate prediction and

outputs the extracted secret information of message. Note that Leaky ReLU and BN
are used in all but the final conv-module.
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When training the network, the encoder and decoder are jointly trained, that is, the
network forward operation, gradient descent, parameter update, and other operations
are implemented synchronously. This process of embedding secret messages into cover
video frames to obtain stego video frames and extracting messages from stego video frames
through one network operation is the core of end-to-end steganography. When the encoder
is PyraGAN_F16_3, the decoder also sets the intermediate features F to 16 and adopts three
channels. When the encoder is PyraGAN_F32_2, the decoder also sets the intermediate
features F to 32 and adopts two channels, that is, the channel in the blue area of Figure 5
is disabled.

2.1.4. Discriminator Network Design

The discriminator, as shown in Figure 6, plays the role of steganalysis, which accepts
both cover frames and steganographic frames as the inputs. It is made up of three conv-
modules and one final convolutional layer to get a score for cover frames and stego frames,
respectively. When the encoder is fixed and the discriminator is trained, the discriminator
can distinguish between the cover frames and stego frames. On the contrary, the discrimi-
nator cannot distinguish them. After the alternating iterative training, the performance of
the encoder continues to improve, and stego frames can confuse the discriminator.

Figure 6. The discriminator component of PyraGAN.

2.2. Training

In this section, the training details of the model, including the loss function, dataset,
configuration, and optimization algorithm, are introduced.

2.2.1. Loss Function

The encoder, decoder and discriminator are integrated together for end-to-end training.
As shown in Figure 1, the loss functions are set reasonably and are minimized by gradient
back propagation and update of the model parameters. After multiple rounds of training
on the dataset, the encoder and decoder models with updated parameters are obtained,
which are applied to the sender and receiver of secret messages, respectively.

The red dotted line in Figure 1 indicates three loss functions for network training.
(1) Message extraction loss (Lm) in Formula (1) uses cross-entropy loss. The lower the bit
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error rate between the extracted message Mext and embedded message Memb, the smaller
this loss.

Lm = CrossEntropy(Memb , Mext) (1)

(2) Video reconstruction loss (Le) in Formula (2) uses the mean square error (MSE),
where C, H, and W represent the channel, height, and width of one video frame, respectively,
and V(k,i,j) represents the pixel value at channel k, row i, and column j of the video frame.
The more similar the stego video frames and cover video frames, the smaller this loss.

Le = MSE
(
Vcover, Vstego

)
=

1
C× H ×W

C

∑
k=1

H

∑
i=1

W

∑
j=1

(
Vcover(k,i,j) −Vstego(k,i,j)

)2
(2)

(3) Adversarial (generator) loss in Formula (3) uses Wasserstein [35] distance to char-
acterize the degree of overlap between the distribution of stego frame Vstego and that of the
cover frame Vcover where σ represents the discriminator and E represents the expectation
of the distribution function. Pstego is the data distribution of the stego frame. Pcover is the
data distribution of the cover frame.

max
σ

min
ε

L
(
Vcover, Vstego

)
= Ex∼Pstego σ(x)− Ex∼Pcover σ(x) (3)

The generator needs to minimize the Wasserstein [35] distance so that the stego
video frames can be confused with the cover frames. When training the generator, the
discriminator parameters are fixed, and the latter of Formula (3) has nothing to do with
the generator, so the generator loss (La) adopts what is shown in Formula (4), where ε
represents the encoder. When training the discriminator, the generator parameters are
fixed. The discriminator should be enough to distinguish the Vstego and the Vcover, so it
should maximize the Wasserstein [35] distance, i.e., minimize its opposite. Therefore, the
adversarial loss (Ld) is shown in Formula (5).

La = Ex∼Pstego σ(x) = Ex∼Pstego σ(ε(Vcover, Memb)) (4)

Ld = Ex∼Pcover σ(x)− Ex∼Pstego σ(x) (5)

During each round of training, the discriminator and encoder–decoder network are
trained alternately. First, the discriminator is trained to optimize the parameters by mini-
mizing the loss Ld in Formula (5). Then, the encoder–decoder network is jointly trained to
update its parameters by minimizing the total loss Lg, as shown in Formula (6). λ1, λ2, and
λ3 are the weight coefficients of message extraction loss Lm, video reconstruction loss Le,
and generator loss La, respectively.

Lg = λ1 × Lm + λ2 × Le + λ3 × La (6)

2.2.2. Dataset

The biggest difference between the end-to-end video steganography algorithm in
this paper and the image steganography algorithm is that the video steganography works
on the VVC decoding video frames. The unique color space conversion between RGB
and YUV, CU block division, intra prediction, inter prediction, motion estimation and
motion compensation, discrete cosine transform (DCT) from spatial domain to frequency
domain, quantization, and other processes of VVC bring about a series of irreversible losses
to video frames. In practical applications, it is inevitable to compress the original video
due to occupying a lot of memory, and the decoding video frames may provide more
favorable hidden features for secret messages. Therefore, the video frames decoding by
VVC compression are selected as the covers in this paper.

DIV2K [36] and MSCOCO [37] are selected as the datasets. DIV2K contains 900 natural
scene images with a high resolution, including 800 pictures of the training set and 100 pic-
tures of the verification set. The MSCOCO dataset has 118,060 pictures of the training set,
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including many common pictures in life with a complex background and small size. In this
experiment, 5000 images of the MSCOCO dataset are randomly selected, which are divided
into five equal parts. Plus, for the training set of DIV2K, a total of six training datasets
are used as the final network training dataset. The verification set of DIV2K is selected
for verification.

The steps to make the dataset are as follows:

1. Because the video compressed by VVC must be YUV color space, six datasets are
spliced into six videos and transformed from the RGB color space to the YUV
color space.

2. VVC compresses them using the intra prediction mode, with the quantization step
(QP) selected as 37. In this process, Make the CU mask of the corresponding cover
video frame according to the division of VVC. Figure 7 shows a video frame decoding
by VVC compression and the corresponding CU mask. Set the pixel value of the
corresponding CU division edge area to 255 and the interior of the CU block to 0, and
obtain the CU mask picture, as shown in Figure 7b, which is a single channel gray
image. The CU mask in Figure 7b roughly represents the outline of the whole video
frame content in Figure 7a. The content of the background area is flat and its CU block
is relatively large. The human body has many textures and its CU block is relatively
small and diverse.

3. Convert the decoded videos from the YUV domain to the RGB domain.
4. These, together with their CU masks, are as the whole network training dataset. This

is true for the whole network verification dataset.

Figure 7. VVC compressed reconstructed video frame and corresponding CU mask.

Models are trained on six training datasets. Then, they are evaluated separately on the
test set and the average is obtained.

2.2.3. Configuration and Optimization

In terms of software and hardware configuration, all operations are implemented on a
GeForce GTX 2080 Ti with driver version of the graphics card 450.57. The CUDA version
is 11.0 and the CUDNN version is 7.6.4. The neural network framework selects Pytorch,
the integration environment selects vs. Code, and the programming environment selects
Python 4.5.3.

In terms of the hyperparameters of the model, the number of training rounds (epoch)
of the dataset is 50. Adam [38] is selected as the optimization algorithm with a learning
rate of 10−4, batch size of 4, and default hyperparameters. In order to limit the memory
utilization of the model, the input is cut to 256× 256. The weight coefficients of the message
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extraction loss λ1 and that of the adversarial (generator) loss λ3 are both 1, while the weight
coefficient of the video reconstruction loss λ2 is 100.

3. Experimental Results

Experiments are carried out on the proposed model PyraGAN_F32_2 and PyraGAN_F16_3.
Then, we compare the performance of them with HiDDeN [21] and SteganoGAN [22], which
achieved groundbreaking end-to-end steganography. HiDDeN [23] was proposed by the
team of Stanford, and it realizes secure and robust data hiding despite the presence of
noise such as JPEG compression, Gaussian blurring, cropping, and dropout. However, its
weakness is that capacity of hiding data is extremely small. SteganoGAN [22] from the team
of MIT gained a relatively large capacity for hiding data. The above two networks both
take the image as a carrier. Few references take the video as the carrier [27,28], especially
taking into consideration the features of video compression such as the CU partition mode.
Inspired by the idea of the end-to-end steganography network, we aimed to construct a
lightweight, secure, and large capacity steganography network for the latest VVC videos.
We reproduce HiDDeN [21] and SteganoGAN [22] using open-source code for comparison
experiments. For the sake of fairness, their performances are evaluated on the same dataset.

3.1. Number of Kernel Parameters Comparison among Different Steganography Networks

Model parameter is an index to measure the complexity of the model. The larger
number of parameters the model has, the larger the graphics card memory it requires, and
the more time one-time forward operation spends. Constructing an effective model with
a small number of parameters plays an important role in the portability, run speed, and
memory requirements of the algorithm.

The parameters and occupied memory of different networks are displayed in Table 1.
Note that PyraGAN_F32_2 is the model for which the hidden feature channels are 32 and
the down sampling network channels are 2, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, where the channel
of the blue box is removed, PyraGAN_F16_3 is the model for which the hidden feature
channels are 16, and the down sampling network channels are 3. Model HiDDeN [21] has
the maximum number of parameters on the treen components, and the total memory it
occupies is up to 1.8 M. Proposed PyraGAN_F32_2 has the same number parameters as
model SteganoGAN [22] on the discriminator component and almost equivalent parameters
for the decoder and encoder components, and the total memory occupied of model is one
fifth that of HiDDeN. By increasing the diversity of the down sampling and reducing the
features of the hidden features, the proposed PyraGAN_F16_3 is a light-weight model that
occupies only 220 K memory, as shown in bold in Table 1, and has minimum parameters
among four networks.

Table 1. Parameter comparison of different steganography CNNs.

Parameters HiDDeN [21] SteganoGAN [22] PyraGAN_F32_2 PyraGAN_F16_3

Discriminator 76,097/30 K 19,873/88 K 19,873/88 K 5329/28 K

Encoder 169,347/676 K 31,998/136 K 34,973/148 K 23,439/108 K

Decoder 205,500/824 K 29,665/124 K 30,049/128 K 18,097/84 K

Total memory
occupied 1808 K 348 K 364 K 220 K

3.2. Comparison of Performance in Capacity, Imperceptibility and Extraction Accuracy

A good steganography algorithm should take properties of capacity, security, imper-
ceptibility, and accuracy into consideration. In this paper, capacity based on BPP (bit per
pixel), imperceptibility based on PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio), and extraction accuracy
of messages abbreviated to ACCU are demonstrated, respectively.
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3.2.1. Capacity of Information Hiding

The capacity of information hiding is the basic index to measure the steganography
algorithm. If the embedding capacity is too small, more covers are needed to realize the
transmission of the same amount of information, which will greatly limit the practicability
of the steganography algorithms.

BPP, defined in Equation (7), is the bits of hidden messages per pixel, where L is the
length of the hidden information. H and W represent the height and width of the cover
video frames, respectively. Since our stego frames and the cover frames have the same size,
which is 256 × 256, the capacity of the proposed method is 1 BPP. In the second row of
Table 2, the BPP of proposed PyraGAN_F32_2, PyraGAN_F16_3, and SteganoGAN [22] is
the same, which is two hundred times that of HiDDeN [21] owing to the hidden messages
reshaped to H ×W, which is the size of the cover frames. Such an information embedding
capacity is at a high level in most steganography algorithms.

BPP = L/(H ×W) (7)

Table 2. Performance comparison of different steganography CNNs.

Models HiDDeN [21] SteganoGAN [22] PyraGAN_F32_2 PyraGAN_F16_3

BPP(bit) 0.0018 1 1 1

PSNR(dB) 40.081 41.428 43.109 42.995

ACCU(%) 0.793 0.993 0.994 0.993

3.2.2. Imperceptibility of Stego Video Frames

The imperceptibility of the stego video frames is an important index to measure the
steganography algorithm. The better the steganography algorithm, the higher the visual
quality of stego video frames, which ensures that the secret information is invisible and not
easy to be suspected. It can be evaluated from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives.

Qualitatively speaking, Figure 8 shows the visual quality of the steganographic video
frames of P_F32_2 and P_F16_3. They both have high visual quality and do not appear to
carry a hidden message. Then, on the right side of them, we can see their gray residuals
obtained by subtracting the cover video frame pixel by pixel. Residual, in a sense, represents
the hidden message. The residuals of P_F32_2 and P_F16_3 both reflect the outline of the
video frame, where P_F32_2′s is much clearer, proving that the stego frames of PyraGAN
achieve a good video content adaptation, and P_H16_3 achieves a large reduction in the
number of parameters at a small cost in the visual quality of the residual.

Figure 8. The visual quality of steganographic video frame of PyraGAN.
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Quantitatively speaking, PSNR, shown in Equation (8), is used to measure the sim-
ilarity between two video frames pixel by pixel. First, MSE is calculated according
to Equation (2) and the PSNR value is calculated from MSE, where A represents the
peak signal.

PSNR = 20× log10

(
A√

MSE

)
(8)

The PSNR of different model is shown in the third row of Table 2. The proposed
P_F32_2 achieves the best performance, for which the PSNR value in bold in Table 2 is 2 dB
higher than that of SteganoGAN and 3 dB higher than that of HiDDeN, because the CU
mask is a good assistant to help the model learn features of the cover video frames. In
addition, the attention mechanism focuses on “which” features and “where” features are
important for information hiding. Therefore, it realizes the adaptive information hiding
based on the content of the cover video frames. Furthermore, at the expense that the PSNR
value of P_F16_3 is 42.995 dB, underlined in Table 2, and only 0.1 dB lower than that of
P_F32_2, the model P_F16_3 realizes the reduction of computational complexity greatly.
Although P_F16_3 has the minimum parameters, its stego video frames have almost the
best quality because its increase of multiscale feature extraction layers additionally boosts
the performance of invisibility.

3.2.3. Extraction Accuracy of Hiding Secret Message

Ensuring the message of the receiver is the same as the sender is an important indicator
to test the effectiveness of the steganography algorithm. ACCU is the accuracy of the bit-
to-bit comparison of received and sent messages. From the fourth row in Table 2, the
proposed P_F32_2 has the ACCU value of 0.994 in bold, which is the highest in the four
models, and the proposed P_F16_3 and model SteganoGAN both have the ACCU value
of 0.993, which is the second highest. Note that the decoder of P_F32_2 has more hidden
features that can decode hidden messages more accurately. Compared with P_F32_2, the
proposed P_F16_3 takes two third parameters, which achieves basically equivalent message
extraction accuracy owing to its third feature extraction network channel, as shown in blue
box of Figure 5. Therefore, PyraGAN has a good performance in extracting messages.

In general, the proposed model PyraGAN is the best in terms of capacity, impercepti-
bility, and accuracy compared with the existing two excellent models of HiDDeN [21] and
SteganoGAN [22]. In addition, the proposed model P_F16_3 uses the minimum parameters,
of which the occupied memory is only 220 K.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce an end- to-end video steganography architecture named
as PyraGAN, which supports different-sized cover video frames and arbitrary binary data.
Furthermore, we improve the performance of the model based on the CU mask made
from VVC and attention mechanism. Experimental results of PyraGAN, HiDDeN [23], and
SteganoGAN [23] demonstrate that proposed PyraGAN achieves a better performance in
invisibility, capacity of hidden message, and accuracy of decoded message. This paper
provides probability for end-to-end video steganography combined with coding unit of
VVC. In future work, the robustness of the proposed steganography network will be the
first important issue, such as adding a differentiable noise layer after encoder to resist
some popular attacks. Moreover, the research will be conducted combined with other
characteristics of video compression such as inter prediction. Furthermore, using a suitable
error correction encoding method for perfect extraction of hidden messages which will be
another research direction of our future work.
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